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Research background and objective
 Background




Oil demand in Southeast Asia has increased by 3% per annum since 2000,
which is faster than the world average. Regional oil production, on the
other hand, is on the other hand, a downward trend for the same period.
As a result, the import dependency from outside the region reached 41%
in 2015. The import dependency is expected to rise in the long term, which
is a concern of oil supply security for many countries in Southeast Asia.
Southeast Asian countries have been considering strategic oil reserves for
years. While some ASEAN countries possess significant oil stockpiling,
generally the stockpile quantity in ASEAN countries remains lower than the
IEA standard. Joint stockpiling scheme in the region is even more distant
target.

 Objective
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This study aims at examining the possibility of cost effective oil stockpiling
measures like utilizing tank capacity at oil terminals in countries with
considerable demand size with geographical proximity, namely Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Singapore.
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Growing demand and declining production result in higher import
dependency in the coming decades
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Concerns over oil insecurity
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Middle East instability

Maritime oil chokepoints

Source: AFP and EIA
 Middle East instability, chokepoints, refinery outages, natural
disasters, terror attacks are among many risks to oil supply security
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Oil stockpiling status
Obliged to hold
15 days of imports
Obligation of 43 days of domestic
consumption. Planning to
increase up to 90 days
No obligation

Obligation to hold
at least 30 days of
domestic consumption

30 days of commercial stocks
and 10 days of national
products stocks.
Refineries obliged to hold a
minimum inventory level of
15 days, while 7 days for
importers

No obligation, but the prime
minister has full control over
the company’s stocks.
Obliged to hold 31 days
for industry
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Power-generating
companies in Singapore
are obliged to hold 90
days of fuel oilstocks
as backup fuels

No obligation. Pertamina
holds 22 days of operational
oil stocks

Source: IEA
 Oil stockpiling in Southeast Asia generally lagging behind,
compared to the IEA standard
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Expected policy recommendations
 While existing initiatives on oil stockpiling in ASEAN remain
important, establishing joint stockpiling scheme covering all ASEAN
countries is a long-term agenda. It is realistic to achieve individual
or joint stockpiling in selected counties in this study.
 Considering the heavy financial burden to develop oil stockpiling at
designated site(s), utilizing oil terminals as a stockpiling base might
be a realistic option to start with.
 Developing stockpiling in Indonesia is especially important due to its
large demand and relatively small stocks. Establishing joint oil
sharing scheme between Indonesia and other countries in this study
will enhance oil supply security in Southeast Asia.
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 External players not only +3 countries but also cruder exporters
outside the region could have significant roles to enhance oil supply
security in Southeast Asia (e.g. ticket stockpiling,
refinery/infrastructure development in Southeast Asia)
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